
Archiving Fantasy 
Football



Methods Of Observation:
Google

Google Search using the words fantasy football+social media

Analyzed results from page 1, 10, 20, 30, 40 (Google limits access beyond 40th
 page).

Google using the words fantasy football+internet+impact on

Analyzed results from page 1, first six results (Google limits access beyond 40th
page).



1. Yahoo
Yahoo search using the words fantasy football+social media
Analyzed results from page 1, 10, 20 (Yahoo limits access beyond 20th
 page).

Yahoo using the words fantasy football+internet+impact on
Analyzed results from page 1, first six results (Yahoo limits access beyond 40th
page).



2. Bing
Bing Search using the words fantasy football+social media
Analyzed results from page 1, 10, 16 (Bing limits access beyond 16 page).

Bing using the words fantasy football+internet+impact on
Analyzed results from page 1, first six results (Bing limits access beyond 40th
page).



Scrapbook by Firefox

I used scrapbook to archive the google, 
yahoo and bing searches.  I chose the 
random method when finding websites.  



Diigo

Diigo tracking sites and linking to public 
groups for information and comments 
through the use of tags and organizing them.

Group website access here:  https://groups.
diigo.com/group/idt524_-archiving-
fantasy-football
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My Diigo Group



Terms and Definitions
Relevant – results identified a producer/user ability directly related to 
participation in fantasy football.

Not relevant – results identifying producer/user ability related to a secondary 
reason, such as, social/business/network/marketing product by which one can 
learn about and, or find employment as a fantasy football participant.

Producer – Entity creating and establishing the product/site that offers 
participation in playing fantasy football.

Secondary Producer (direct and indirect) – Entity creating and establishing the 
product/site that offers social commentary, marketing, employment, promotion 
of the product rather than playing fantasy football.



Terms and Definitions Cont...
Secondary Producer (direct and indirect) – Entity creating and establishing the 
product/site that offers social commentary, marketing, employment, promotion 
of the product rather than playing fantasy football.

User (direct and indirect) – Direct user of fantasy football resources to play; 
indirect user is any user accessing a site for information on social commentary, 
marketing, employment.

Expert – Entity offering expert advice to one playing fantasy football, e.g., stats, 
draft lists.



Codes for Excel Diagrams and Charts

Excel Codes (Qualitative to Quantitative)

Relevant = 1 
Not Relevant = 2 

Producer = 3 
User = 4

Expert=5

Indirect User = 6 
Indirect Producer = 7



Ethnography
Christine Hine is an early pioneer of virtual ethnography and has been at the forefront of movements 
towards redefining ethnography for the digital age. She is currently a Reader at the University of 
Surrey’s Sociology Department.  

Christine Hine 
recommends 
that 
ethnographers 
focus on the 
embedded, 
embodied and 
everyday 
Internet. Pic by 
dannymol on 
Flickr, CC BY 
3.0

http://www.surrey.ac.uk/sociology/people/christine_hine/


Ethnography Definition
Descriptive study of a particular human society. 
Contemporary ethnography is based almost entirely on 
fieldwork. The ethnographer lives among the people who 
are the subject of study for a year or more, learning the 
local language and participating in everyday life while 
striving to maintain a degree of objective detachment. He 
or she usually cultivates close relationships with 
“informants” who can provide specific information on 
aspects of cultural life. While detailed written notes are the 
mainstay of fieldwork, ethnographers may also use tape 
recorders, cameras, or video recorders. Contemporary 
ethnographies have both influenced and been influenced by 
literary theory.



Ethnography and Fantasy Football

In this case, we are studying the community of American 
society, NFL and Fantasy Football.  Football has become a 
commodity more than anything and archiving it and its 
participants is constantly changing.  I have heard some 
people say that the NFL won’t even exist in 30 years.  These 
are extreme theorists that base their ideas on injuries, 
human life, metal stability and the longevity of purity 
within the game.  I found many sites that associated 
ethnography with football.  As Prof. Schneider suggested to 
me, Football lends itself to this type of archiving.  



Continued

Producers and users become the experts of the game
(football) or the game of fantasy.  Many producers of the 
sites I archived are the users as well.  Sites like rotowire, 
fantasysports, rotoexperts fandule are looking for fellow 
analysts and their comments on stats and other knowledge.  

Fantasy Football, 30yrs ago was done with a bunch of 
buddies, a black board, and your living room.  it was a way 
to get together.  How has the internet changed that?  We 
dont get together anymore.  We use our apps remotely.  
There is less human interaction.



Sources
http://ethnographymatters.net/blog/2013/11/29/christine-hine-on-virtual-
ethnographys-e3-internet/

Google.com

http://fantasyfootballjam.com/234458/fantasy-football-ethnography/

Bing.com

Yahoo.com

rotwire.com

Siriusxm/nfl.com

Diigo.com

http://www.merriam-webster.com/dictionary/ethnography
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